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(57) ABSTRACT 

A keyboard for use with a computing device and a method of 
manufacturing a keyboard key are provided. One disclosed 
keyboard includes a plurality of keys, each key having a key 
cap including a perimeter wall and a Void positioned within 
the perimeter wall and opening to a top of the key cap. Each 
key further includes a cushion having a top portion configured 
to be contacted by a digit of a user and a bottom portion 
configured to be fitted within the void in the key cap. The 
cushion being may be configured to absorb an impact force 
directed against the key during a keystroke. 
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REDUCED IMPACT KEYBOARD WITH 
CUSHONEDKEYS 

BACKGROUND 

0001 Overuse of computer keyboards can cause discom 
fort in the fingers of users. During a typical keystroke on a 
keyboard of a computing device, the key bottoms out against 
a solid Surface after actuating a key Switch. This can cause a 
force spike during deceleration of the key. Since the duration 
of deceleration is short, the deceleration forces may be several 
times higher than the acceleration forces encountered at the 
beginning of the keystroke. 
High force can cause discomfort to the user, which can nega 
tively impact the user experience, and potentially reduce pro 
ductivity. In addition, high force is one of the main risk factors 
for musculoskeletal pain and disorders. Further, high impulse 
loads may be damaging to the Soft tissues of the body. Finally, 
when the key is bottomed out, the user's finger may be press 
ing eccentrically (i.e., the joint is moving away from direction 
in which muscle force is being applied) or isometrically (i.e., 
force with no movement) against the key, which can be a 
damaging type of loading. 

SUMMARY 

0002. A keyboard for use with a computing device and a 
method of manufacturing a keyboard key are provided. One 
disclosed keyboard includes a plurality of keys, each key 
having a key cap including a perimeter wall and a Void posi 
tioned within the perimeter wall and opening to a top of the 
key cap. Each key further includes a cushion having a top 
portion configured to be contacted by a digit of a user and a 
bottom portion configured to be fitted within the void in the 
key cap. The cushion being may be configured to absorb an 
impact force directed against the key during a keystroke. 
0003. This Summary is provided to introduce a selection 
of concepts in a simplified form that are further described 
below in the Detailed Description. This Summary is not 
intended to identify key features or essential features of the 
claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used to limit 
the scope of the claimed subject matter. Furthermore, the 
claimed Subject matter is not limited to implementations that 
Solve any or all disadvantages noted in any part of this dis 
closure. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0004 FIG. 1 is a schematic view of one embodiment of a 
keyboard for use with a computing device. 
0005 FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional side view illustrating a 
key and associated key switch assembly of the keyboard of 
FIG 1. 
0006 FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective view illustrating 
components of a key of the keyboard of FIG. 1. 
0007 FIG. 4 is a perspective view illustrating the key of 
FIG. 3 with components assembled. 
0008 FIG. 5A is a cutaway perspective view illustrating 
an internal structure of the assembled key of FIG. 4. 
0009 FIG.5B is a detail, partial cross sectional view of the 
assembled key taken as indicated in FIG. 5A. 
0010 FIG. 6 is a cross sectional view of an embodiment of 
a key, featuring a cushion and key cap that have been manu 
factured by a co-molding process. 
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0011 FIG. 7 is a cross sectional view of another embodi 
ment of a key, featuring a cushion and key cap that have been 
manufactured by a co-molding process. 
0012 FIG. 8 is a cross sectional view of an embodiment of 
the cushion of the key, including a fluid filled bladder. 
0013 FIG.9 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a 
method for manufacturing a key of a keyboard of a computing 
device. 
0014 FIG. 10 is a graph of force vs. displacement during 
a keystroke on a key of the keyboard of FIG. 1. 
0015 FIG. 11 is a partial cross sectional view of another 
embodiment of a cushion, including a base layer and a surface 
layer. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0016 FIG. 1 illustrates a computing device 5 having an 
associated display 7, processor 8, and a keyboard 10. Com 
puting device 5 may for example be a personal computer and 
keyboard 10 may include a plurality of keys 12 arranged in a 
suitable layout, such as a QWERTY layout. Alternatively, 
computing device 5 may be an automated teller machine, 
computer game, computer kiosk, or other computing device, 
and keyboard 10 may be a numeric keyboard or other special 
purpose keyboard. 
(0017. As shown in FIG. 2, for each key 12, keyboard 10 
includes an associated Switch assembly 14 having a substrate 
16, a printed circuit board 18 with a key switch 20 formed 
thereon, a membrane 22 and an upper layer 24 including a 
guide structure 26 configured to receive the key 12. It will be 
appreciated that the substrate 16 and upper layer 24 may be 
joined to collectively form a housing for the keyboard. It will 
also be appreciated that other configurations and variations of 
the keys in the keyboard can be constructed with components 
common or different to those shown in FIG. 2. 
0018. The membrane 22 may be constructed of a resilient 
deformable material. Such as silicone, to provide an upward 
spring force to maintain the key 12 in a raised configuration, 
as shown, when not depressed by a user. Upon depression of 
the key 12 by a user, the membrane is configured to deform 
and come into contact with the key switch 20 of the printed 
circuit board 18. When the membrane 22 comes into contact 
with the key switch 20, the key switch 20 is actuated, causing 
the associated processor in the keyboard 10 to output a signal 
to the computing device5, which identifies that a specific key 
has been depressed. 
0019. As shown in FIG.3, each of the keys 12 may include 
a key cap 28 with a perimeter wall 30 and avoid 32 positioned 
within the perimeter wall 30 and opening to atop 34 of the key 
cap. One or more of the sides of the perimeter wall 30 may be 
formed at an angle 31 that is angled inward toward a top 34 of 
the key cap. The top 34 of the key cap may be defined by edges 
33 of the perimeter wall that are formed at an angle 35 that is 
angled forward or backward, to thereby orient the top of the 
key to a desired orientation. 
0020 Each key 12 may further include a cushion 36 hav 
ing a top portion 38 configured to be contacted by a digit of a 
user, and a bottom portion 40 configured to be fitted within the 
void 32. The cushion 36 is configured to absorb an impact 
force 42 directed against the key 12 during a keystroke. 
0021. As shown in FIG.4, when assembled, the top por 
tion 38 of the cushion 36 many extend to cover substantially 
an entire top surface of the key 12. The top portion 38 of the 
cushion 36 may further include a concavity 44 to accommo 
date the curve of the digit of a user. The top portion 38 of the 
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cushion 36 may include indicia 39 positioned thereon, to 
represent, for example, a character or function assigned to the 
key 12. In the depicted embodiment, the indicia39 is the letter 
'A'; however it will be appreciated that the indicia may be 
any suitable marking that visually indicates to the user the 
character for the key or the function the key performs. 
0022. The cushion 36 may be formed of an elastomeric 
material, such as thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), thermo 
plastic olefin (TPO), thermoplastic elastomer, and/or elasto 
meric silicone. The elastomeric material may be in Solid form, 
or in the form of a compressible foam. In some embodiments, 
the cushion may include a fluid filled bladder, shown in FIG. 
7, which may be surrounded by solid material or compress 
ible foam material. The fluid in the bladder may be a gas, such 
as air, or a liquid. Such as a gel. Further, as shown in FIG. 11, 
in some embodiments the elastomeric material may be 
formed in a base layer 70 of the cushion 36, upon which a 
surface layer 72 is formed. The surface layer 72 may be 
formed of a material with a harder surface than the elasto 
meric material. The relative hardness of the surface layer 72 
may give the keys a more comfortable feel to Some users, and 
may be suitable for printing indicia 39. It will be appreciated 
that the surface layer 72 may be formed across an entire top 
surface 38 of the cushion 36, or alternatively may cover only 
a portion of the top surface 38 where fingers contact the 
surface or where indicia 39 are printed, for example. 
0023 Now referring to FIG.3, the bottom portion 40 of the 
cushion 36 may include a mounting portion 45 configured to 
extend downward from the top portion 38 into the void 32 to 
secure the cushion 36 to the key cap 28. As shown generally 
in FIG. 5A and in detail in FIG. 5B, the mounting portion 45 
may be secured to the key cap 28 by a tongue and groove 
connection 46. The mounting portion 45 may include a flange 
47 extending outward from a bottom of the mounting portion 
45, and the perimeter wall 30 of the key cap 28 may include an 
undercut that at least partially defines a groove 50. The tongue 
and groove connection 46 may be formed by the coupling of 
the flange 47 with the groove 50. 
0024. Referring again to FIG. 3, the key may further 
include a post structure 52 having a base portion 54 from 
which a post portion 56 extends downwardly, and from which 
a support portion 58 extends upwardly. The base portion 56 
may also include an upper Surface 60 configured to contact a 
lower edge 62 of the perimeter wall 30, as shown in FIG. 5B. 
An inside of the perimeter wall 30 of the key cap 28 defines a 
top side 64 and an outside 66 of the groove 50 and an upper 
surface 68 of the support portion 58 defines a bottom side of 
the groove 50, as shown in FIG. 5B. Although in the depicted 
embodiment the tongue and groove connection is formed by 
a tongue connected to the cushion 36 and a groove formed by 
the key cap 28 and post structure 52, it will be appreciated that 
alternatively the tongue may be formed on the key cap and/or 
base portion and the groove may be formed on the cushion. 
0025 Now referring to FIG. 2, the key 12 may include an 
associated light source 69 positioned below the key. Light 
source 69 may be a Light Emitting Diode LED, or other 
suitable light source. The cushion 36 and membrane 22 may 
beat least partially formed of a translucent material. The light 
source 69 positioned below the membrane 22 may be config 
ured to project light through an optical waveguide 70, out a 
shaped tip of the waveguide 71, through the translucent mate 
rial of the membrane 22, and through the translucent material 
of the cushion36. In this way, the user may view light emitted 
through cushion 36 of each key 12. 
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0026. In the embodiments illustrated in FIGS. 3-5B, the 
cushion 36 and key cap 28 are molded separately. After the 
cushion 36 and key cap 28 are molded, they may be 
assembled to form a key cap cushion assembly, which in turn 
is assembled to the post structure 52 to form the key 12. 
Alternatively, the cushion 36 and key cap 28 may be co 
molded to integrally form a key-cap cushion assembly, shown 
in FIG. 7. As yet another alternative, as shown in FIG. 6, the 
key cap 28 and post structure 52 may be molded as a unitary 
part and the cushion 36 may be co-molded with the unitary 
part to form key 12. In this embodiment, a floor 72 may be 
provided adjacent a bottom of the void 32, in order to contain 
the cushion material that forms the cushion 36, and provide 
Support for the cushion 36 during use. 
0027. One embodiment of a method 100 for manufactur 
ing a key for a keyboard for a computing device is shown in 
FIG.9. At 102, the method may include molding a first plastic 
material to form a key cap of a key. The key cap may be 
molded to include a perimeter wall and a void positioned 
inside the perimeter wall, the Void opening to a top of a key 
cap. At 104, the method may include forming a cushion of a 
second deformable material at least partially within the void 
in the key cap, the cushion being formed to have a top portion 
configured to be contacted by a digit of a user, and a bottom 
portion configured to be fitted within the void. The second 
deformable material may be an elastomeric material Such as 
thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), thermoplastic olefin 
(TPO), thermoplastic elastomers, elastomeric silicone, and 
may be formed as a solid, a compressible foam, and further 
may have one or more fluid filled bladders, as discussed 
above. 

0028. As illustrated at 106, molding of the first plastic 
material to form a key cap may include injecting the first 
plastic material into a mold to form the key cap with a perim 
eter wall. As illustrated at 108, forming the cushion of the 
second deformable material may include altering the shape of 
the mold to create the void inside the perimeter wall. As 
illustrated at 110, the method may further include injecting 
the second deformable material into the mold to form the 
cushion substantially filling the void inside the perimeter 
wall. 
0029. Alternatively, as illustrated at 112, molding a first 
plastic material to form a key cap may include injecting the 
first plastic material into a first mold to form the key cap with 
the perimeter wall. As illustrated at 114, forming the cushion 
of the second deformable material may include injecting the 
second deformable material into a second mold to form the 
cushion that is sized to substantially fill the void inside the 
perimeter wall of the key cap. As illustrated at 116, the 
method may further include assembling the cushion and the 
key cap after they have been removed from the first and 
second molds, to position the cushion Such that the second 
deformable material of the cushion substantially covers a top 
portion of the key. 
0030 FIG. 10 illustrates a force vs. displacement graph 
representing the force that a digit of a user may experience 
during depression of a key with and without a cushion as 
described above. Initial depression segment 161 represents 
the initial depression of the key by the user, during which 
increasing displacement is achieved by less and less force. 
Key Switch depression segment 162 represents a depression 
of the key switch, during which an initial drop in force is 
followed by a spike in force. Uncushioned bottoming out 
segment 163, in dashed lines, represents a period during 
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which the key bottoms out on a Substrate, after depressing the 
key Switch, without any cushion, as in prior art keyboards. A 
substantial force spike is felt where the dashed line sharply 
turns vertical. In contrast, cushioned bottoming out segment 
164 represents a period during which the key with a cushion 
36 as described above, bottoms out. The force experienced by 
the digit of the user is dampened in the region where the 
force/displacement curve gently turns upward, as the top 
portion of the key with a cushion is displaced further than the 
top portion of a key without a cushion. Reducing the impact 
force experienced by the digit of a user in this region has the 
potential advantage of reducing discomfort and injury due to 
overuse of keyboards during computing activities. 
0031. It will be appreciated that the computing devices 
described herein may be any suitable computing device con 
figured to execute the programs and display the graphical user 
interfaces described herein. For example, the computing 
devices may be a personal computer, automated teller 
machine, computer game, computer kiosk laptop computer, 
portable data assistant (PDA), computer-enabled wireless 
telephone, networked computing device, or other Suitable 
computing device, and may be connected to each other via 
computer networks, such as the Internet. These computing 
devices typically include a processor and associated Volatile 
and non-volatile memory, and are configured to execute pro 
grams stored in memory using portions of volatile memory 
and the processor. 
0032. It should be understood that the embodiments herein 
are illustrative and not restrictive, since the scope of the 
invention is defined by the appended claims rather than by the 
description preceding them, and all changes that fall within 
metes and bounds of the claims, or equivalence of such metes 
and bounds thereof are therefore intended to be embraced by 
the claims. 

1. A keyboard for use with a computing device, the key 
board comprising a plurality of keys, each key including: 

a key cap including a perimeter wall and avoid positioned 
within the perimeter wall and opening to a top of the key 
cap; and 

a cushion having a top portion configured to be contacted 
by a digit of a user, and a bottom portion configured to be 
fitted within the void, the cushion being configured to 
absorb an impact force directed against the key during a 
keystroke. 

2. The keyboard of claim 1, wherein the bottom portion of 
the cushion further includes a mounting portion configured to 
extend downward from the top portion into the void to secure 
the cushion to the key cap. 

3. The keyboard of claim 2, wherein the mounting portion 
is secured to the key cap by a tongue and groove connection. 

4. The keyboard of claim3, wherein the cushion includes a 
flange, and the perimeter wall of the key cap includes an 
undercut that at least partially defines a groove, and wherein 
the tongue and groove connection is formed by the coupling 
of the flange with the groove. 

5. The keyboard of claim 4, further comprising: 
a post structure having a base portion from which a post 

portion extends downwardly, and from which a Support 
portion extends upwardly. 

6. The keyboard of claim 5, wherein the base includes an 
upper Surface configured to contact a lower edge of the perim 
eter wall. 
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7. The keyboard of claim 5, wherein the perimeter wall of 
the key cap defines a top side and an outside of the groove, and 
wherein the support portion defines a bottom side of the 
groove. 

8. The keyboard of claim 1, wherein the top portion of the 
cushion extends to cover Substantially an entire top Surface of 
the key. 

9. The keyboard of claim 1, wherein the top portion of the 
cushion includes a concavity. 

10. The keyboard of claim 1, wherein the top portion of the 
cushion includes indicia positioned thereon. 

11. The keyboard of claim 1, wherein the cushion is formed 
of an elastomeric material. 

12. The keyboard of claim 1, wherein the cushion is formed 
of a compressible foam. 

13. The keyboard of claim 1, wherein the cushion includes 
a fluid filled bladder. 

14. The keyboard of claim 1, wherein the cushion is at least 
partially formed of a translucent material, the keyboard fur 
ther comprising: 

a light source positioned below the key to project light 
through the translucent material of the cushion. 

15. The keyboard of claim 1, wherein the cushion and key 
cap are co-molded to integrally form a key-cap cushion 
assembly. 

16. The keyboard of claim 1, wherein the cushion and key 
cap are molded separately. 

17. A method for manufacturing a key in a keyboard for a 
computing device, the method comprising: 

molding a first plastic material to form a key cap of the key, 
the key cap having a perimeter wall and a Void posi 
tioned inside the perimeter wall, the Void opening to a 
top of the key cap; and 

forming a cushion of a second deformable material within 
the Void in the key cap, the cushion being formed to have 
a top portion configured to be contacted by a digit of a 
user, and a bottom portion configured to be fitted within 
the Void. 

18. The method of claim 17, 
wherein molding a first plastic material to form a key cap 

includes injecting the first plastic material into a mold to 
form the key cap with the perimeter wall; and 

wherein forming the cushion of the second deformable 
material includes altering the shape of the mold to create 
the Void inside the perimeter wall, and injecting the 
second deformable material into the mold to form the 
cushion substantially filling the void inside the perim 
eter wall. 

19. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 
wherein molding a first plastic material to form a key cap 

includes injecting the first plastic material into a first 
mold to form the key cap with the perimeter wall; and 

wherein forming the cushion of the second deformable 
material includes: 
injecting the second deformable material into a second 
mold to form the cushion that is sized to substantially 
fill to substantially fill the void inside the perimeter 
wall; and 

assembling the cushion and the key cap after they have 
been removed from the first and second molds, to 
thereby position the cushion such that the second 
deformable material of the cushion substantially cov 
ers a top portion of the key. 

20. A keyboard for use with a computing device, the key 
board comprising a plurality of keys, each key including: 
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a key cap including a perimeter wall and avoid positioned 
within the perimeter wall and opening to a top of the key 
cap, the key cap further including an undercut formed on 
an inside of the perimeter wall; and 

a cushion having a top portion configured to be contacted 
by a digit of a user, and a bottom portion including a 
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flange configured to be fitted within the void such that 
the flange and the undercut form a tongue and groove 
connection, the cushion being configured to absorb an 
impact force directed against the key during a keystroke. 
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